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MONYA 
TRANSACTION (PAYMENT) 

GUIDE 

• This guide is a manual for the operation of multi-cryptocurrency wallet MONYA. 
• Screens and operations may depend on the specification of device.  
• Each setting for details or application is to be performed by each user.  
• This guide may be modified without a notification beforehand. 
• Owning and using cryptocurrency / virtual currency and associated applications is 

on one's own responsibility (The guide author and the developer of each system or 
app take no responsibility or liability).  

Ver.1.3 
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TRANSACTION / PAYMENT WITH QR CODE 

Not including amount invoice in QR code Including amount invoice in QR code 

Refer to the transaction/payment 
page. 

Recommended 

Print out a QR code 
created by either of the 
wallets above and post 
it on the wall or menu 
list, or your customer 
reads the QR code. 
They are enough to do. 
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TRANSACTION / PAYMENT BY MONYA ～THREE METHODS～ 

The following three charging methods are available in MONYA. 
 
 

<SHOW ONLY YOUR ADDRESS> 
QR code has only your receiving address information.  
Your customer will input the charged amount to pay.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

＜CHARGE TOTAL AMOUT＞ 
QR code has the charged amount and your receiving address information.  
You (Shop) will input the charged amount.  
Your customer does not have to make an input.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

＜ITEM REGISTRATION & CHARGE＞ 
Registration of your items creates a list of the payment for each item. 
Your customer has only to select each item, which is similar to an internet shop. 
QR code has the information on the charged amount and your receiving address.  
Your customer does not have to make an input.  
Registration of the item information beforehand is required. 

Simple 

Recommended 
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TRANSACTION / PAYMENT BY MONYA  <SHOW ONLY YOUR ADDRESS> 

※Screens are of Android App version. 

1. Start MONYA and tap "Receive". 

2. Your customer reads out the QR code, inputs the charged amount, and makes a payment.  

3. Go back to the Home screen. The payment starts when red characters below are displayed. The payment is 
completed when those characters turn black. 

Tap the MONA mark to check 
it with a ✔ mark. 
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TRANSACTION / PAYMENT BY MONYA <CHARGE TOTAL AMOUNT> 1/2 

※Screens are of Android App version. 

1. Start MONYA and tap "Receive". 

2. Scroll down the screen to tap "Make invoice QR code". 

Tap the MONA mark to check 
it with a ✔ mark. 
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TRANSACTION / PAYMENT BY MONYA <CHARGE TOTAL AMOUNT> 2/2 

※Screens are of Android App version. 

3. Input the charged amount in either the legal currency or MONA. Show your customer the displayed QR code. 

This QR code depends on the 
input amount.  

Input the legal currency 
amount. It will be 

automatically converted into 
MONA in accordance with 

the exchange rate. 

4. Your customer reads out the QR code and sends the charged amount.  

5. Go back to the Home screen. The payment starts when red characters below are displayed. The payment is 
completed when those characters turn black. 
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TRANSACTION / PAYMENT BY MONYA <ITEM REGISTRATION> 1/2 

※Screens are of Android App version. 

1. Start MONYA and tap the      button at the upper left of screen. Tap "Settings" in the displayed menu.  

2. Tap "Edit invoice list" and select "+ Add".  
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TRANSACTION / PAYMENT BY MONYA <ITEM REGISTRATION> 2/2 

※Screens are of Android App version. 

3. Input each of your item name to "Item name" in the left and input the price of each item in legal currency to the 
field in the right where "0" is displayed. After inputting all information on your items, tap "←" ("<") at the upper left.  

4. This is the end of item registration.  
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TRANSACTION / PAYMENT BY MONYA <CHARGE THE REGISTERED ITEM> 1/3 

※Screens are of Android App version. 

1. Start MONYA and tap "Receive". 

2. Scroll down the screen to its bottom and tap "Make invoice QR code". Then, tap the           mark at the upper right.  

Tap the MONA mark to check 
it with a ✔ mark. 
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TRANSACTION / PAYMENT BY MONYA < CHARGE THE REGISTERED ITEM > 2/3 

※Screens are of Android App version. 

3. The registered items are listed. Check the checkbox(es) of purchased item(s) and tap "OK".  

4. The total amount is automatically converted into MONA. Show your customer the displayed QR code.  

This QR code depends on the 
input amount.  
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TRANSACTION / PAYMENT BY MONYA < CHARGE THE REGISTERED ITEM > 3/3 

※Screens are of Android App version. 

5. Your customer reads out the QR code and sends the charged amount. 

6. Go back to the Home screen. The payment starts when red characters below are displayed. The payment is 
completed when the characters turn black. 


